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Merging Aberdeen Asset sees strong rebound in
first-half results, boosted by market gains, costcutting
Aberdeen Asset Management PLC (LON:ADN), the fund manager which in
March agreed an £11bn merger with rival Standard Life PLC (LON:SL.) saw a
strong rebound in first-half results, boosted by market gains and cost-cutting,
with client outflows slowing.

Share Information

The emerging-markets focused firm said its revenues for the six months to
March 31 rose by 10.6% to £534.9mln, up from £483.6mln at the same stage
last year, while underlying pre-tax profit increased by 19.8% to £195.2mln.
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READ: Standard Life and Aberdeen Asset Management agree merger CLICK
HERE: For a daily round-up of all the Proactive news
Aberdeen's assets under management at the end of March were £308.1bn, up
from £312.1bn at the end of September as outflows of £13.4bn from existing
funds and £5.7bn after it restructured parts of its operations were offset by
market and currency gains of £15.1bn.
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international
investment
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the
world.

The fund manager said net client outflows were heaviest in the first quarter, at
£10.5bn and slowed markedly in the second quarter to £2.9bn.
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The firm left its interim dividend unchanged at 7.5p, as expected under the
merger terms.
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Sentiment towards emerging markets "improving"
Aberdeen's chief executive Martin Gilbert said: "These figures reflect improving
sentiment towards emerging markets".
He added: " Global growth appears to be recovering but elections and geo-political issues will continue to weigh on
investor sentiment."
Gilbert also said the proposed merger with Standard Life remains "on track" with the deal expected to complete in the
fourth quarter of Aberdeen's financial year, which ends in September.
READ: Merger with Aberdeen Asset Management a bold gamble, says Berenberg
Media reports at the weekend suggested the two firms will pay around £35mln in retention bonuses to star executives to
prevent them quitting during the deal.
In early morning trading, shares in Aberdeen took on nearly 3%, or 8.3p at 287.3p, while Standard Life shares gained
2.1%, or 7.6p at 371.5p.
The proposed all-share merger deal initially valued each Aberdeen share at 286.5p. Aberdeen shareholders will have a
33.3% stake in the merged group while Standard Life's shareholders will own 66.7%.
Rationale of merger with Standard Life looks "pretty compelling"
Laith Khalaf, senior analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown said: 'Aberdeen has been leaking funds for four years now, but
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over the last six months the fund group has been bailed out by rising markets and weakening sterling, which have both
helped to buoy assets under management.
He added: "Without these favourable effects, profit growth wouldn't have looked quite as rosy, though the company has
delivered on its target of making £70 million of annual cost savings, which also helps to cushion the blow of lost assets."
The analysts concluded: "Against a backdrop of weak flows, the rationale of a merger with Standard Life looks pretty
compelling, particularly given the gauntlet laid down by passive funds for the active fund industry."
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective,
may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
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and
data
may
not
be
current
and
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not
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relied
upon.
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